
 

 

 

 

     

 

   

  

  

      

   

    

   

   

 

    

  

  

           

      

        

         

             

        

 

    

    

          

        

      

 

WHEN SHOULD I TRY TO CROSS-SELL ANOTHER TYPE OF 
INSURANCE?

Some agents will attempt to cross-sell at various times in their interaction with a lead:

1. When the agent initially contacts the lead, and the lead isn’t interested in the initial type
 of insurance offered.
2. If they present and don’t sell a policy for some reason.
3. After they take an application.
4. After they deliver a policy.
5. Several months after they delivered the policy and they are following up on a fact-finder
6. On the policy anniversary.
7. Various times through the year via drip marketing.

As you can see, there are many opportunities to cross-sell a lead or client. It is important not to 
overdo it and become known as a product-pusher; this can be a turn-off and possibly decrease 
chances of receiving referrals or even push the client toward a competing agent.

IT’S EASIER TO CROSS-SELL FINAL EXPENSE THAN MED SUPPS
For a Final Expense agent, cross-selling Medicare Supplements can be a challenge. The majority 
of Final Expense clients are typically in lower income brackets (below $30,000 a year). Medicare 
Supplements have an average out-of-pocket premium per year of more than $2,000. The average

Glen Shelton cross-sells a.er comple1ng a fact-finder:,

“I do offer Medicare Supplements as well (and annui1es), but on the ini1al
appointment, I try to not get too involved in other products. It is more of a fact finding 
mission, and then at a later date, whether that’s the policy delivery or a 
comprehensive review the following year, I know what product I can cross-sell.”

Nathan
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Final Expense premium is around $50 a month, which is $600 a year. The Medicare Supplement 

can cost more than three times the amount of a Final Expense policy per year.  

Due to the high cost of Medigap plans, there’s a higher possibility of the Final Expense agent 

cross-selling Medicare Advantage plans instead. 

A Final Expense agent willing to cross-sell Medicare Advantage plans might be able to 

maximize cross-sales through direct mail by sending clients a “Changes to Medicare” mailer. 

Not only is there a larger return on direct mail for Medicare than Final Expense — two to three 

times larger — but the extra return allows agents to: 

1. Build up their AEP contact list. 

2. Cross-sell Final Expense to the lead 48 hours afterwards, if they get a Scope of 

Appointment form filled out at the appointment (this is if there was a discussion of 

Medicare Advantage plans). 

3. Possibly sell Medicare Supplements. 

4. Cross-sell Part D prescription plans or build a list of leads to contact during AEP. 

It’s important to note that when cross-selling Medicare Advantage plans (MA) or Part D 

prescription plans (PDP), the CMS marketing guidelines and rules for Medicare products could 

change year-to-year. It’s up to agents to do their research every year to ascertain what is 

permitted. Due to the tenuous nature of MA and PDP marketing regulations, we leave it up to 

agents to pursue cross-selling those plans at their own risk. 

Let’s take a look how some other collaborators cross-sell their prospects and clients: 

NOTE: It is forbidden by CMS to cross-sell a MA or PDP  

to telemarketed leads if they aren’t already your clients. 

Please consult CMS marketing guidelines for further information. 

Matt Mungia, MBA, is a fan of cross-selling MA plans to his Final Expense clients: 

“I now offer Medicare Advantage. When I am leaving the house, I give them another 

business card and let them know about all the other things that I offer. Sometimes 

that leads to further conversation and further sales.” 

Nathan
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For Medicare Supplement agents, cross-selling Final Expense can be somewhat easier than the 

reverse situation because they can propose taking a portion of the client’s Medigap savings to put 

toward a Final Expense plan. This method, called the Frank Stastny method, is utilized after the 

agent has saved the client some money on their Medigap plan, which allows the agent to 

demonstrate value first. Plus, it allows the client to purchase a Final Expense plan without 

Jacob Anderson explains how he cross-sells his Med Supp clients Final Expense plans: 

“I ask them if they need a plan for burial expenses, and help them use part of the 

savings towards the Final Expense. It helps that no new money is being spent.”  

“With the money you save on your Medicare Supplement, you can take out additional 

life insurance so you’ll have enough for your final expenses.” 

Tom Masssey takes the informative approach when cross-selling Final Expense to his 

Med Supp clients: 

“I try to cross-sell all my Medicare Supplement clients. I ask them if they’re set for life 

insurance. I tell them more than 40% of Americans have no life insurance and many 

who have it haven’t upgraded it to keep up with inflation.” 

Jacob Anderson cross-sells Final Expense plans to leads he meets with and don’t 

necessarily qualify for a supplement but still qualify for life insurance: 

“I tell them, because this company’s rate is very low, they have to qualify for it 

medically. I tell them this only has to be done one time. I then ask them if they’ve 

been treated for any of the following in the last five years: heart attack, diabetes, 

cancer, or stroke. I then get all their meds, etc. Once I determine the carrier, I’ll 

quote them. I proceed to ask all of the health questions on that carrier’s app. Once I 

finish the sale or determine I can’t help them because of health (or because they 

are on an MA plan), I ask if they have a Final Expense plan in place to cover the 

funeral cost. Just asking this question has led me to write two or three Final 

Expense apps a month on the side.” 

 

additional money out-of-pocket, as opposed to buying a Final Expense plan without first freeing 
up the savings to spend.

Nathan
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